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Moving families with care, integrity 
& respect since 1871

Johnsons Prestige Moving Service



You did everything that we asked. 
We have used Johnson’s 3 times in the 

past 2 years and have always found 
them professional and the removal 
guys really friendly and courteous.

Mr Green, Cheshire

“



R E S P E C TI N T E G R I T YC A R E

Johnsons Prestige Moving Service

No need to spend days or weeks packing your belongings

Pack your tool box, we’ll take care of it

Saving you unnecessary elbow grease

Save Time & Energy with Johnsons

We know that some people want to take an active part 

in their removal, while others prefer to sit back and let 

the professionals do the work. To save you time and 

hassle, why not leave your packing and unpacking to 

the experts?

If you prefer to do your own packing, we can provide 

all of the packing boxes and materials well in advance 

of your move to give you time to do all the packing. 

Or, if you wish to save time, energy and stress by using 

our full or part packing service, we will simply turn 

up on move day and our fully trained staff will take 

the greatest care in professionally packing all of your 

treasured possessions and loading them on to the 

truck for transporting to your new home. We will then 

unpack all your items at the other end to help you get 

settled into your new home as quickly as possible.

Something that can take a considerable amount of 

time is dismantling items of furniture, beds and so on, 

and reassembling them at your new property. So why 

not let Johnsons take care of it? We can also provide 

a handyman service to put pictures on the wall, make 

up flat-packed furniture and help you get your new 

property looking like home as quickly as possible, so 

that you can settle in and start to enjoy it.

Cleaning is the last thing you feel like doing on move 

day. If you need your old property cleaning after 

everything’s packed up, or your new property cleaning 

before you move in, let us know. We can save you time, 

money and elbow grease.



We previously moved with Johnsons in 2005 
after obtaining 3 quotes and chose to use 

them based on its family business ethos, 
service and price. This time I came straight 

to you and liked the idea of you using your 
own employees (rather than contractors) 

to complete the work. I was also impressed 
with the speed everything could be arranged 

in – we literally moved within 2 weeks of 
contacting you.

“

Mrs Hallam - Alderley Edge

Short or long term storage 
that’s safe & secure

When you think of a removal company, the first 
thing that comes to mind is a team of individuals 
moving items from one place to another. What 
you may not realise is that Johnsons provide safe 
and secure storage solutions too.

When moving house, you may benefit from 
some temporary storage space. There could be 
a time delay between you moving out of your 
old property and into your new one. You might 
wish to store furniture whilst you redecorate or 
renovate your new home.  

Or perhaps you have a smaller property and 
don’t have room for some sentimental items you 
can’t bear to throw away.

If you need to store your furniture or other items 
for any length of time, our completely secure, 
CCTV monitored container warehouses will 
ensure that all of your belongings are kept  
dry, clean and secure, until it ’s time for them to 
be taken to your new home.



Managing international moves 
near & far

Moving house in the same area or even relocating to a 
new town or city can be a daunting process. It can be 
even more stressful if you’re moving to a new country. 
That’s why at Johnsons, we take all of the hassle and 
uncertainty out of moving. 

Wouldn’t it be so much easier if you could just 
hand it all over to one company to take care of 
everything? Well you can. Johnsons have built up a 
wealth of knowledge and experience that enables 
us to comfortably handle any overseas relocation. 
We provide full door-to-door international removal 
services including professional export packing at 
your home, shipping, customs clearance, delivery and 
unpacking at your new location.

Ensuring safe arrival, on time

Share the load

Making money transfers abroad, simple

Moving overseas can be very complex. For many, this 

isn’t a regular occurrence and there are a number of 

risks associated when moving abroad. On top of all 

the organising and packing, there’s border control 

in a new country, customs clearance, varying laws 

and legislation on what you can and can’t take into 

different countries. Plus, items have to be packed in 

a particular way to ensure safe handling, whilst also 

satisfying custom regulations. 

We’ve managed many moves overseas and have the 

experience and knowledge to ensure that this is a 

Maybe you only have a small amount of furniture, or 

a car that you need to move? We help lots of clients 

around Europe move on a regular basis, so we can 

consolidate your load with other people so you can 

share the cost. 

If you’re moving overseas, you’ll also have to deal with 

currency exchange and money transfers. We know 

that this isn’t something you do every week, so we can 

take care of the whole process for you. 

We’re here to make money transfers abroad simple 

– that means offering a helpful service and getting

you a great deal. To make sure that happens, we’ll

take the time to understand what’s important to you

and what you want to achieve. Whether you’re buying

a property overseas, emigrating, or just sending a

foreign currency payment, we can help.

smooth process. We can plan everything for you, 

coordinating travel times and ferry times to ensure that 

everything arrives on the day you need it to, without 

any snags or delays.



You simply arrive at your new home to find that 

everything has been done for you: your furniture’s in 

place; your boxes have been unpacked; the beds are 

made; your home cinema system has been re-installed; 

the heating is on and the fridge is full of food. 

That is what Johnsons Concierge is all about. 

Our Concierge service is customised to your precise 

requirements. We will take full control of the move 

process, overseeing every aspect of your removal so 

you don’t have to. 

Our tailored approach to each and every Concierge 

customer encompasses a number of services, including:

* Undertaking a complete inventory of your belongings

prior to the move

* Arranging for high value items to be valued and

communicated to our insurers prior to the removal

* Undertaking a bespoke move risk assessment for

high value / fragile items, building a unique pack and

move plan

* Creating floor plans that show locations for each of

your belongings to be positioned or unpacked

* Arranging for pre and post move cleaning of both

properties

* Managing logistics for specialist items like; Cars, Safes,

Home Cinema Systems and Gun Cabinets

* Arranging for your phone lines and internet to be

transferred

* Managing new furniture deliveries and installations

* Researching and answering any questions you have

about the new area you are moving to

* Arranging for new keys to be cut for when you need

them

* Even do the shopping before you move in, so you

don’t have to

Leaving you to enjoy your time doing the things you love.

Introducing

Johnsons Concierge
For that extra personal touch



A stress-free move with confidence

At Johnsons Moving Services we understand that 

moving house can be stressful at the best of times. 

That’s why we do everything we possibly can to 

make sure that your house move goes as smoothly as 

possible. We use all of the skills, expertise and know-

how that we’ve built up over 140 years in business. 

We’re proud to have moved some of our customers 

several times over the years. 

Everything handled with care
Giving you a peace of mind

Taking care of you every step of the way

We will plan your move with considerable attention 

to detail, from helping you to pack, to safely moving 

all of your furniture, belongings and most important 

personal possessions. Whether you’re moving to 

your dream home in a new city, county, country or 

continent, you can rest assured that the Johnsons team 

will take care of you every step of the way.

Our core values have stood us in good stead and 

have helped Johnsons to become one of the largest 

and most well-renowned removal companies in 

the business. We have a vast amount of experience 

moving individuals, couples and families. But we 

are also experts in packing, moving and storing 

everything from delicate objet d’arts to heavy 

sculptures, haute couture, prized wine collections, 

priceless furnishings, pianos and even highly sensitive 

items of technology.

Despite taking great care, accidents do happen. Our 

insurance covers you for up to £150,000 based on the 

declared value of goods being moved, whilst they are 

in our care and under our control. In the unlikely event 

that something does go wrong, Johnsons give you the 

confidence and assurance that items will be repaired 

or replaced in a quick and efficient manner. 

You also have the option to take out additional 

insurance where our insurer will replace old for new 

– exchanging the item for the same, new version, or if

that’s no longer available, the latest equivalent.

Our highly trained staff, dedicated office teams and 

vastly experienced packing and moving professionals 

are on hand to ensure your move is a complete success. 



OUR INDUSTRY ACCREDITATIONS:
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Johnsons is a member of the British Association of 

Removers (BAR), which means that you can be sure 

that we deliver the highest standards demanded by 

the UK’s leading trade association. 

We are accredited by a number of industry bodies 

for quality management, health and safety, and risk 

management. The certifications and accreditations 

below are evidence of our commitment to doing 

things right.

Everything handled with care
We strive to maintain the highest possible standard of 

service at all times. You can read many reviews of our 

work online at: www.feefo.com

Relax in the comfort of a 
BAR accredited company

Contact us:
Tel: 08002792505
Email: contact@johnsons1871.co.uk
www.johnsonshomeremovals.co.uk

Johnsons are extremely proud 

to sponsor the work of 

Médecins Sans Frontières.

Part of the Johnsons family




